Dependency Parsing
Dependency parsing pipeline: 
Reduce-Left
Second Attempt: Dual Decomposition (DD) -Optimize an upper bounded objective function with a lagrange variable u after K iterations, we collect all the 2K parse trees produced during decoding and select the best parse following joint scoring. We compare six methods: the left-to-right parser (L2R), the right-to-left parser (R2L), vanilla joint scoring (Vanilla), joint decoding with dual decomposition (DD), joint decoding guided by dynamic oracles (DO), and the combination of DD and DO (DD+DO). development set. We then fix the unidirectional parsers a tune the hyperparameters of our joint decoding algorithm (c dd ∈ {0, 0.005, 0.01} and c do ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}) based the UAS on the development set. We repeat the process f five times with different random seeds and report the avera accuracy and the standard deviation on the test set. Table 3 shows all the other hyperparameters used in o experiments.
Results
We compare our methods with the following neu transition-based parsers on PTB and CTB: C&M14 (Ch  and Manning after K iterations, we collect all the 2K parse trees produced during decoding and select the best parse following
We compare our methods with the following neural
